A Jagdlappen for the German Hunt, Hanau Lichtenberg County, Dated 1700.
Dimensions: 41,5 cm * 61,5 cm.
Linen, printed, with original cord.

One side shows the escutcheon of Johann Reinhard III, Count of Hanau-Lichtenberg, a double
tail lion from left to right, crown and the inscription JRCDHL (Johann Reinhard Comte de
Hanau Lichtenberg).

On the back side there is a terrifying Turk’s head. This motive was presumably chosen against
the background of the Turkish invasion in Europe and the siege of Vienna back in 1683 that
caused a lot of scare among the Christian peoples. Also the animals were supposed to be
terrified and by this Jagdlappen, prevented from going below the cord and navigated to the
desired direction.
The date 1700 was supposedly included on the occasion of a larger feast hunting. On May 2nd
1700 Johann’s spouse, Dorothea margrave of Brandenburg Ansbach, gave birth to their first
and only child, Charlotte Christine.
Johann Reinhard had his hunting grounds between Strasbourg, Pirmasens and Wörth, the so
called Hanauer Land. This landscape is fairly diverse encompassing rocky hills at the southern
Palatine forest and also the swampy wetlands of the unregulated Rhine. At Pirmasens the count
erected a hunting seat between 1720 – 1723.
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Background
The so called „eingestellte Jagd“ (=encompassed hunt) was a specific form of hunting, almost
exclusively practiced in the German spoken lands during the 17th and 18th century. So it was
also called the German hunt. Servants were trying to chase as much animals as possible into a
small chamber surrounded by fabrics. At a second encompassed chamber the lord and his guest
were waiting at a booth. Then servants released portions of the animals into this second chamber
and the hunters shot them while passing by their booth without any greater effort. The numbers
of animals killed at such a hunt were incredible, summing up to hundreds or even thousands.1
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